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Introduction

• The filters of the auditory system have specific properties:

• Their bandwidths proportional to their centre frequencies.

• Their centre frequencies are approximately logarithmically mapped onto
the cochea from the stapes:
ω = ω0e

−x
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Previous work

• The frequency and phase response of auditory neurons can be modelled
as a bank of linear filters.

• Descriptive and mathematical principles have been used to ‘derive’ these
filters.

• Fourier/Wavelet - Gammatone/Gammachirp
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This work

• Can we account for auditory nerve fibre tuning properties using the
principle of ‘efficient coding’ from information theory?

• What do optimal codes (filters) look like for a variety of stimuli
ensembles?

• How are the filters arranged into a population?

• How efficient is the observed auditory code?

• Alternatively: For which ensemble of sounds is it optimal?
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Essential Ideas

• Maximise the mutual information: I(R;S) = H(R)−H(R/S)

• In our case the noise is low H(R/S) ' 0
(Comment: How do we know this?)

• Thus, to maximise H(R), we make the responses of the population as
independent and as uniform as possible.

• First idea: Average power spectrum goes like 1/f so if each filter is
to pass equal average power the bandwidth must increase linearly with
frequency.
But: this ignores the temporal statistics of sounds.
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Second idea - Approach of Lewicki

• Second idea: Encode the signal x(t) in a time window of length N into
a set of M responses a1(t), . . . , aM(t) according to a linear, non-causal
model:

• ai(t) =
∑N−1

τ=0 x(τ)hi(t− τ)

• Choose the filters which make the responses as independent as possible.

• Independent Components Analysis (ICA) seeks a linear transformation
to coordinates in which the data are maximally statistically independent,
not merely decorrelated.
(Comment - the window was short - 8ms = 125Hz)
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Which sound ensemble?

• We have to ‘guess’ which ensemble of stimuli the sensory system has
evolved to process

• Do we have a ’general system’ interested in a broad class of signals or
one specialised only in those sounds directly related to reproduction and
survival.

• Lewicki takes the general approach using: environmental sounds, animal
vocalisations and human speech.
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The sounds

• Environmental sounds were (often) clicks: broad band, short and non-
harmonic

• Animal sounds are harmonic, of narrower bandwidth and longer duration

• Speech has harmonic vowels and non-harmonic consonants.

• (Comment: the ensembles were short: 45s for environmental sounds)
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Results - characteristics of filter shapes

• Look at the filters in three ways:
Impulse response in the time domain
Tiling of the time/frequency plane
Variation of bandwidth/temporal envelope and Q factor with centre
frequency.

• General features are:
Similar filter shapes can occur at different time shifts as the stimulus is
translation invariant.
The filters exhibit the classic time-frequency (uncertainty)trading relation
The filters are symmetric as the analysis was not causal.
All filters show increased sharpness (Q) with filter centre frequency
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Results - specific

• Natural sounds: single peak, localised in frequency and in time,
bandwidth increasing and temporal width decreasing as a (power law)
function of frequency - continuous wavelet like.

• Animal vocalisations: Fourier like: little amplitude modulation, localised
in frequency, not localised in time.

• Speech: somewhere in between (as is a mix of environmental and animal
sounds in 2:1 ratio)
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Discussion

• The optimal code is not Fourier (constant, narrow frequency bandwidth)

• The optimal code is not Wavelet (constant sharpness)

• It’s something inbetween and therefore optimised for a wide range
of sounds: a mix of non-harmonic broadband sounds and harmonic
vocalisations.

• The filters compare favorably with those of the auditory nerve fibres
(estimated using reverse correlation)

• Speech may have (co)evolved to use this optimal distribution
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Limitations of the model

• Limitations of the model include: it’s linear (adaptation, non-linear gain
etc)

• short time window (modulation spectra ignored - lower than 125Hz) -
longer time scales have the 1/f distribution (due to correlations over
many different time scales)

• The model is not causal and this accounts for the symmetry of the
predicted filters (real filters are asymetric)
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Some figures

• 128 inputs/filters over 8ms window (quite short)

• 45s Natural ensemble database - assume the others were similar

• He quotes large databases for speech - but a subset is randomly selected

• 44 animal vocalisations
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